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Motor drive - Motor for circuit-breaker 230VAC MDS-4SW
A240

Mitsubishi
MDS-4SW A240
205969

3705,80 CNY excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (CHN)

Motor drive MDS-4SW A240 Version of the switching drive Solenoid drive, Rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 230 ... 230V, Rated control supply voltage Us at AC 60
Hz 230 ... 230V, Type of voltage for actuation AC, Electrical operation: By pressing the ON button, via a coil triggers the release mechanism and the circuit breaker is closed by
the stored energy mechanism. When the OFF button is pressed, a relay starts the motor, which opens (resets) the circuit breaker and charges the spring again. Manual
operation: By pressing the mechanical ON button (on the front of the motor), the unlocking mechanism is released and the circuit breaker is closed by the stored energy
mechanism. The drive can be switched off (reset) by actuating the spring. The spring energy store is charged again via the hand lever, which is moved back and forth about 10
times.
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